
Is an organisation's culture a 
product of the structure?





What is a System?



A Marriage
A football team
A bowl of Fruit
Are all systems, but why?



“In the most basic sense, a system is any 
group of interacting, interrelated, or 

interdependent parts that form a complex or 
unified whole that has a specific purpose” 

Daniel Kim
thesystemsthinker.com



The purpose/goal should be a thing 
which a system can be designed to 

definitely and directly achieve 



(not wishes like 
increased market 

share or 
constraints like 

reduced cost)



Why do we care?



LeSS System Goals Company level optimisation 
for the following...



to work on continually 
newly-discovered highest value Items



‘Turn on a dime for a 
dime’

Agility driven by learning



“Essentially all 
models are 
wrong…
But some are 
useful”



We should model to have a conversation, 
expose our mental models, test assumptions, 

generate new insights and create a...



Shared Understanding



Our working 
memory is 
limited, 

modelling helps 
us work around 

this



Pair Up (or threes if necessary)



Systems Modelling (Causal 
Loop Diagrams) 

In your pair create at least 
1 variables for a thing that 
would go up if the “No of 
Unit tests written” were to 
go up.

What would go up?



Probably...



Definitely..



Is the link correct by 
definition?

I.e. Story points done in a 
Sprint increases, Velocity 

increases
OR

The link is showing 
something that is probable, 
potentially correlated.

I.e. not true by definition 
“It would probably go up”

Systems 
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(Causal Loop 
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If each were 
to increase, 
what would 
happen?

What would go up?
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Systems 
Modelling 
(Causal Loop 
Diagrams) 

Notation

Probably

Definitely



Time to stretch



Larmans Law No 5



5. Culture follows structure.
Or, Culture/behavior/mindset follows system & 

organizational design. 

i.e. If you want to really change culture, you have 
to start with changing structure, because culture 

does not really change otherwise. 



Structure
How the parts are arranged



‘How we do things around here’



Culture comes last



Exercise

What is the link 
between culture and 
structure in your 
organisation?

Agree between 
yourselves whose 
organisation to 
model



Your organisational goal
An engaged workforce where continuous 

improvement is the status quo



Colour Coding or variables
Artifact/Thing

Person/Team/Group
Activity/Action (and effort in those)

Time/Duration (if not effort of activity)

Just to help you see what's there, don’t follow it 
if you do not want to



Policy Definition
A guiding principle that helps set the direction of the 

organisation



Process Definition
Series of steps that create adherence to a policy



Variables Set One
(+) # Roles
(+) # People

(+) # Procedures
(+) Total salary budget (Constraint)

(+) # policies
(+) Amount of feedback from employees (of any kind at any time)

(+) Degree to which people own and improve processes
(+) Speed of decision making

(+) Complexity of organisational structure

Goal: To achieve Organisational purpose



What decreases the speed of 
decision making?

Shout out



Variables Set Two
(+) Amount employee’s identity, values and beliefs are aligned to organisational Vision & purpose

(+) Amount employee’s behaviours are aligned to organisational Vision  & purpose
(+) No of people rewarded for behaviours aligned to organisational Vision  & purpose

(+) Level of psychological safety within teams
(+) Level of trust at all levels

(+) # Conversations
(+) Degree that people feel valued
(+) # unwritten rules and norms

(+) Organisational goal being achieved



**Optional** Variables Set Three **Optional**
(+) Level of Faith

(+) Level of Optimism
(+) Level of hope

(+) Level of Anxiety
(+) Level of fear

(+) Level at which employees feel inspired
(+) Level of exhaustion (change fatigue)



There are no ‘good’ or ‘bad’ 
organisational systems

But if the observed behaviour is not consistent with the 
articulated goal, it is inconsistent



“Give me a lever and a place to stand and I will move 
the earth”
Archimedes



Goal
“we want to be agile”

What are driving variables 
we should experiment with 
effecting?

Which variables are equal 
to or strongly related to 
the goal.

Table conversation,

3 minutes.



LeSS



LeSS Huge



Ben Maynard
Father, Nerd, Coach, Trainer & Mentor


